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Abstract. Optimality Theory (OT) has a growing importance in var-

ious disciplines of linguistics. The way in which correct linguistic ex-
pressions are generated according to OT can be captured formally in an

Optimality System (OS). An OS de�nes a relation between an input and

an output using a binary relation, called gen, on the domain, and a set of
constraints. Frank and Satta ([1]) have shown that an OS in which gen

is a rational relation on strings and which has only regular constraints

de�nes again a rational relation. This result is of great importance for
phonological applications of OT. For syntax, however, it cannot be as-

sumed that gen is a rational relation on strings. Since OT�syntax is a

theory about trees, it seems natural to lift OSs for this purpose to the
domain of trees and relations on trees. It is shown in this paper that

the result concerning regular string languages can be extended to regu-

lar tree languages and it is sketched how such a system might work for
natural language syntax.

1 Introduction

Optimality Theory (OT) ([8]) is a generative linguistic theory that is

based on the idea that the main characteristics of all languages can be

described by a small number of universal constraints. Typically the set

of constraints is inconsistent. In the terminology of OT it is said that

the constraints are con�icting. Thus a linguistic expression (a morpheme,

a word, a sentence) may violate some constraints. Which ones can be

violated under which circumstances is determined by a language speci�c

ranking of the constraints. The general method to derive a grammatical

sentence is as follows. We start with some underlying representation that

is mapped to the candidate set by the function gen. The procedure eval

selects the optimal candidate(s) with regard to the constraints and the

ranking: A candidate w is considered to be optimal if each constraint that

is violated by w is not ranked higher than any other constraint that is

violated by some other candidate.
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Frank and Satta ([1]) capture this procedure in the de�nition of Op-

timality Systems. The de�nition of optimality systems below is slightly

di�erent from the original one in order to accommodate the application

to tree languages.

De�nition 1 (Optimality System). An Optimality System (OS) is a

triple G = (D;gen; C), where D is a set, called the domain of G, gen is

a function from D to �nite subsets of D and C = hc1; c2; : : : ; cpi, p � 0

is an ordered sequence of total functions from D to f0; 1; : : :ng for some

n 2 IN.

The basic idea of this de�nition is that gen maps an underlying repre-

sentation to a candidate set from which the constraints in C select an

optimal subset. Each constraint maps a candidate to a natural number,

that can be interpreted as the degree of violation of that constraint. For

sake of simplicity we will only consider functions from D onto f0; 1g. In
this case 0 means no violation and 1 means that the constraint is violat-

ed. For each constraint we are interested in the subset of candidates that

violates that constraint to the least possible degree. This subset is de�ned

for each constraint c by the function argmin
c
: 2

D ! 2
D that is de�ned

as

argmin
c
(L) = fw j w 2 L; c(w) = min(fc(w0

) j w0 2 Lg)g

In the simple case in which n = 1 the function argminc(L) �lters out all

elements from L that do not satisfy the constraint c if there is at least one

element in L that ful�lls c. If no element satis�es c then argmin
c
(L) =

L. The translation induced by an OS now is de�ned by gen and the

application of the function argmin
c
for each constraint c, starting with

the highest ranked constraint, c1. Thus c1 will be satis�ed if it can be

by ful�lled by any candidate whereas lower ranked constraints might be

violated because good candidates are already ruled out by higher ranked

constraints. Formally, we de�ne for each OS G = (D;gen; C) a translation

function �G by setting �G = �
p

G
which is in turn de�ned as

�
0
G
(w) = gen(w)

�
i

G
(w) = argminci(�

i�1

G
(w))

Frank and Satta consider optimality systems G = (D;gen; C) with

D = �
� for some �nite alphabet �, a relation gen that induces a ratio-

nal relation on D �D, i.e. gen can be realized as a (non�deterministic)

�nite state transducer and with C a sequence of regular constraints, i.e.

constraints that can be realized by �nite state automata. They show that
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these systems de�ne again rational relations. Consequently, the language

generated by a regular input and an OS with the given properties is a

regular language. This is an important result for phonology.

For syntax we can neither assume that gen is a rational relation on

strings nor that the constraints can be implemented by �nite state au-

tomata. Moreover, syntactic constraints are constraints over trees rather

than over strings. This paper intends to show that the result of Frank

and Satta nevertheless is important for syntax, since we can use regular

tree languages instead of regular string languages. If the domain of an

optimality system consists of trees, then gen should be a relation on tree

sets that can be realized by a tree transducer. The constraints have to

be implemented by �nite state tree automata. If the transducer used for

gen is a linear �nite state tree transducer and the input is a recognizable

(or regular) set of trees the system generates again a recognizable set of

trees. Recall that the string language corresponding to a recognizable set

is a context free language.

In the next section I will brie�y recall the de�nitions concerning tree

languages and I will show how tree transducers and automata can be

used to implement gen and syntactic constraints. Section 3 shows how

the proof of Frank and Satta can be transferred to tree languages. In

section 4 the assumptions about OT for syntax that had to be made are

evaluated and some relations to other systems are investigated.

2 Tree Languages

In this section I will brie�y sketch the de�nitions of trees, tree automa-

ta and tree transducers. For a more detailed introduction the reader is

referred to [4] and the references cited there.

Trees are de�ned over a ranked alphabet. A ranked alphabet � is a

(�nite) set of operation symbols each of which has a unique nonnegative

arity (or rank). The subset of all m�ary symbols of an alphabet � is

denoted by �m. Given a ranked alphabet � we can think of trees as ��

terms. Thus, the set T� of all trees ��trees is de�ned as the smallest set

T such that

f(t1; : : : ; tm) 2 T whenever m � 0; f 2 �m and t1; : : : ; tm 2 T:

A set L � T� is called a tree language.

With each tree t 2 T� we can associate a string s 2 �
�
0 by reading

the leaves of t from the left to the right. This string is called the yield of

t, denoted yd(t). The yield of a tree set T is de�ned straightforwardly as

yd(T ) = fyd(t) j t 2 Tg.
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2.1 Tree automata

De�nition 2. A deterministic frontier�to�root �nite tree recognizer is a

quadruple M = (Q;�; �; QF) where Q is a �nite set of states, � a ranked

alphabet, � a function from
S
m�1(Q

m � �m) onto Q, and QF � Q the

set of �nal states.

Given a �nite tree t, a tree recognizer M tries to assign a state to every

node of t. The assignment function �0 is de�ned by setting for every��tree:

�
0
(f(t1; : : : ; tm)) = q if f 2 �m; t1; : : : ; tm 2 t� ; �

0
(ti) = qi for 1 � i � m

and �(q1; : : : ; qm; f) = q. A tree t is said to be accepted byM if �0(t) 2 QF .

The language accepted by M is de�ned as the set of all recognized trees,

as usual. A language accepted by a deterministic frontier�to�root �nite

tree recognizer is called a recognizable or regular tree language. The class

of all recognizable languages is denoted Rec. The yield of a regular tree

language is a context free sting language.

Example 1. Let � = �0 [ �1 [ �2 with �0 = fJohn; sees;what; traceg
and �1 = fNP;V;Cg and �2 = fVP;V';C';CPg. We can construct a tree

recognizer M that accepts all ��trees satisfying the following condition:

If one ore more wh�words occur in T , then one of these wh�words has

to be in the speci�er position of CP (i.e. a direct left daughter of CP).

M = (fq; rg; �; �; fqg) where

�(what) = r

�(f) = q if f 2 �0 � fwhatg
�(p; f) = p if p 2 Q and f 2 �1

�(p; r; f) = r if f 2 �2 � fCPg
�(r; q; f) = r if f 2 �2 � fCPg

�(r; q;CP) = q

�(r; r;CP) = q

�(q; q;CP) = q

�(q; r;CP) = r

This automaton starts traveling from all leaves (simultaneously) to the

root. If a leave is a wh�word the automaton enters the state r. All nodes

dominating a node with state r get state r as well. The only node that

can get the state q if it dominates a node with state r is CP, if its left

daughter dominates a wh�word as well.

The usage of tree automata for the representation of constraints is

e.g. investigated in [6]. Here the reader can �nd more examples of the

representation of syntactic constraints by tree automata.

2.2 Tree transducers

De�nition 3. A frontier-to-root tree transducer (F�transducer) is a quin-

tuple M = (Q;�;
; P;QF) where Q is a ranked set of unary operators,
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the states of M , �;
 are ranked alphabets, the input and output alpha-

bet, respectively, and QF � Q is the set of �nal states. P is a �nite set

of productions of the form f(q1(�1) : : : qm(�m)) ! q(t) where f 2 �m,

q; q1; : : :qm 2 Q, t 2 T
[� and � = f�1; : : : �mg is a set of symbols dis-

junct from � and 
.

An F�transducer M = (Q;�;
; P;QF) de�nes a derives relation on

trees over � [ Q(T
), where Q(T
) = fq(t) j q 2 Q and t 2 T
g. The
set Q(T
) is treated as a set of 0-ary symbols. A tree s is said to directly

derive a tree t, written s )M t by replacing an occurrence of a subtree

f(q1(t1); : : : ; qm(tm)) (with f 2 �m; q1; : : : ; qm 2 Q, t1; : : : ; tm 2 T
) in s

by q(t0) if there is a production f(q1(�1); : : : ; qm(�m))! q(t). t0 is obtained

from t by replacing for each 1 � i � m every occurrence of �i in t by ti.

The re�exive and transitive closure )�
M

of )M is de�ned as usual.

Finally, we can de�ne the translation �M : T� ! 2
T
 induced by M :

�M (s) = ft j s)�
M
q(t) for some q 2 QF g

For two ranked alphabets � and 
 a transformation � : T� ! 2
T
 is

called an F�transformation if there exists some F�transducer M such

that � = �M . The class of all F�transformations denoted by F .

Example 2. Consider how an F�transducer can de�ne derivations from

an underlying representation to a set of surface structures that. Let � =

�0 [ �1 [ �2 with �0 = fJohn; see; does;whatg and �1 = fNP;Vg and

�2 = fVP;V'g. De�ne a second ranked alphabet 
 = 
0 [
1 [
2 with


0 = �0 [ftrace ; doesg and 
1 = �1[fCg and 
2 = �2[fCP; C
0g and

a set of state Q = fq�; qx j x 2 �0g. Finally, we de�ne the F�transducer

M = (Q;�;
; P; fq�g) by setting

P = ff ! q�(f) j f 2 �0g
[ ff ! qf (trace) j f 2 �0g
[ ff(q(�1))! q(f(�1)) j f 2 �1; q 2 Qg
[ ff(qx(�1); q�(�2))! qx(f(�1; �2)) j f 2 �2; qx 2 Qg
[ ff(q�(�1); qx(�2))! qx(f(�1; �2)) j f 2 �2; qx 2 Qg
[ fVP(q1(�1); q2(�2))! q�(CP(NP(x); C

0
(C(does;VP(�1; �2)))) j

q1 = qx or q2 = qx; x 2 �0g

An example of a derivation licensed byM is given in Figure 1. Besides this

more or less useful derivation, M can make a number of other derivations

starting with the same input tree, reordering nothing at all or moving

some other leaf into the speci�er position of CP. In an OS all possible
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derivations starting with the same tree would de�ne a set of candidates,

the optimal one of which is determined by the constraints.

This over simpli�ed and small example is of course inadequate from a

linguistic point of view, but it might give an impression of the possibilities

to compute syntactic derivations with an F�transducer.

VP

NP

John

V'

V

see

NP

what

)
�

VP

NP

q�(John)

V'

V

q�(see)

NP

qwhat (trace)

)
�

VP

q�(NP)

John

qwhat(V')

V

see

NP

trace

)

qwhat(VP)

NP

John

V'

V

see

NP

trace

)

q�(CP)

NP

what

C'

C

does

VP

NP

John

V'

V

see

NP

trace

Fig. 1. Example of a derivation induced by a tree transducer

A production f(q1(�1) : : : qm(�m))! q(t) is said to be linear if each �i
(0 � i � m) occurs at most once in t. An F�transducer is called linear if

all of it productions are linear. The class of all transformations induced by

linear F�transducers is denoted LF . A linear F�transducer cannot copy

arbitrary large subtrees and for that reason preserves recognizability of a

regular input. Thus linear F�transducers can be seen as the counterpart

of �nite state transducers at the level of trees. In order to make these

statements a little bit more precise, we use the notion of surface language.

A surface language is the image of a recognizable tree language under a

tree transformation. Given a tree transformation � : T� ! 2
T
 we extend

� to languages by setting (for any T � T�): �(T ) =
S
t2T

�(t). Given a

class of tree transformations K the class of K�surface languages is de�ned
as Surf(K) = f�(R) j � 2 K and R 2 Recg.

Proposition 1 ([4]). Surf(LF) = Rec. �
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Another important property of the class LF is that it is closed under

composition. For two classes of tree transformationsK1 and K2 their com-

position is simply de�ned as K1 � K2 = f�1 � �2 j �1 2 K1 and �2 2 K2g.

Proposition 2 ([4]). LF � LF = LF . �

There exists an obvious relation between tree recognizers and tree

transducers and it is not di�cult to construct an F�transducer that does

in fact nothing else as the state assignment that is done by the function

�
0 associated with a frontier�to�root �nite tree recognizer.

Lemma 1. For each frontier�to�root �nite tree recognizer M there exists

an F�transducer M 0 such that �M 0(t) = ftg if t 2 L(M) and �M 0(t) = ;
otherwise. �

3 Optimality systems

Given a domain of strings or trees D we can think of a constraint c as the

set of all strings or trees in D satisfying c. This set is denoted L(c). Now

we can say what we mean if we say that an automaton M implements a

constraint c, namely L(M) = L(c). From now on we will call a constraint

that de�nes a regular set (of strings or trees) a regular (string or tree)

constraint. Thus, given some set L of string or trees, the subset of L

that satis�es c is the intersection L \ L(c). We can now reformulate the

translation function associated with some OS using this intersection. If

constraint c can be de�ned by �nite state automata the set L(c) is an

regular set of strings (or trees). Since class of regular sets is closed under

intersection a subset of D satisfying an arbitrary number of constraints

is still a regular language. This observation forms the base of the proof

given by Frank and Satta, that can be adopted straightforwardly for tree

languages.

Given an OS G = (D;gen; hc1; : : : cpi), we can reformulate the de�ni-

tion of � i
G
for 0 � i � p as

�
0
G
(w) = gen(w)

�
i

G
(w) = �

i�1

G
(w)\ L(ci) if�

i�1

G
(w) \ L(ci) 6= ;

�
i

G
(w) = �

i�1

G
(w) if�

i�1

G
(w) \ L(ci) = ;

Using Lemma 1 we can associate with each regular constraint c as well a

linear F�transducer and a translation �c 2 LF such that �c(t) = ftg if

t 2 L(c) and �c(t) = ; otherwise. For any set T of trees �c(T ) denotes the
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subset of T satisfying c. Thus we can reformulate the de�nition of � i
G
for

0 � i � p as

�
0
G
(w) = gen(w)

�
i

G
(w) = �ci � �

i�1

G
(w) if�

i�1

G
(w)\ L(ci) 6= ;

�
i

G
(w) = �

i�1

G
(w) if�

i�1

G
(w)\ L(ci) = ;

Proposition 3. Let G = (T�;gen; C) be an OS with gen 2 LF and C

a sequence of regular tree constraints, then �G 2 LF.

Proof. Let G = (T� ;gen; C) be an optimality system with gen 2 LF
and C = hc1; : : : ; cpi a sequence of regular constraints. For i = 0 we

have �
i

G
= gen 2 LF . Suppose the assertion is true for some i with

0 � i � p. Now we partition D into two sets D1 and D2 such that t 2 D1

i� � i
G
(t)\L(ci+1) 6= ;. EvidentlyD1 andD2 are recognizable sets and there

is some �D such that �D(t) = ftg if t 2 D2 and �D(t) = ; otherwise. Now
we de�ne the functions �1 = �ci+1 � �

i

G
and �2 = �D � � iG. By Proposition 2

�1; �2 2 LF . Finally we construct � i+1
G

such that � i+1
G

(t) = �1(t) [ �2(t)

for each t 2 D. It is easy to verify that � i+1
G

2 LF as well. �

Corollary 1. Let G = (T� ;gen; C) be an OS with gen 2 LF and C a

sequence of regular tree constraints, and let L 2 Rec then �G(L) 2 Rec.

�

This last result says that an OS with regular tree constraints and with

gen a linear F�transformation that starts with a recognizable set of trees

generates again a recognizable tree set or, looking at the yield, a context

free string language. Up to now we have considered only constraints that

represent functions from D onto f0; 1g. For linguistic purposes other de-

grees of violation might be necessary as well. Especially, it makes in many

cases a di�erence whether a constraint is violated n or n + 1 times. The

extension to violations of a �xed number of degrees can be taken over

straightforwardly from Frank and Satta.

4 Discussion

The last corollary is relevant for OT�syntax if we accept the following

three assumptions: 1. The input is a recognizable tree set; 2. gen is a lin-

ear F�transformation; and 3. all constraints can be formulated as regular

tree constraints. Unfortunately, most syntacticians are nor very explicit

about the assumptions they make with regard to formal properties of the

system. Thus we have to look whether our assumptions are compatible
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with the current praxis. As to the input most linguists seem to assume

that it does not consist of trees but of a more abstract argument structure.

This is nevertheless be compatible with our approach: since an argument

structure is represented by terms over an alphabet of predicates and con-

stants, by our de�nition of trees an argument structure is a tree!

Example 2 suggests that linear F�transducers provide quite good pos-

sibilities to do realistic derivations. Interestingly, the information that is

required on the nodes between a base position and the target of a con-

stituent that is moved is coded in a state of the automaton, while the

labels of the nodes remain unchanged. In this respect this approach dif-

fers from the slash�feature mechanism ([2]) that enables the computation

of non�local dependencies in a weakly context free formalism too. The

limits of both approaches are however similar: it is not possible to move

an unbounded number of elements out of one constituent. This might

however not be true for natural languages. The problem could be over-

come if we would use tree transducers with an additional pushdown that

can be passed on in a linear way like in a linear indexed grammar ([3]).

Though, to our knowledge, tree transducers have not yet been used to s-

tudy formal properties of linguistic transformational derivations, the basic

ideas are nevertheless present in the literature. Tree adjoining grammars

([5]) represent an important �eld of research using tree languages and

tree grammars for natural language syntax. The idea to describe transfor-

mations with transducers was e.g. investigated by [7], who used however

string transducers.

As I have already mentioned before, the idea to represent constraints

by tree automata was e.g. already used by [6]. It is however not crucial

that we use tree automata. A well know result of formal language theory

states that a tree language is recognizable if and only if it is de�nable in

Monadic Second Order Logic (MSO). Thus, we can alternatively formulate

the constraints in MSO without changing the result. The possibilities to

de�ne linguistic constraints (including nonlocal constraints) were investi-

gated in detail by [9]. The limits on constraints de�nable in MSO or by

frontier�to�root �nite tree recognizers are the same as those mentioned

for linear F�transducers. Here, we have as well the possibility to shift to

more powerful automata.

This paper has shown how a result about optimality systems in the

domain of regular string languages can be transferred to regular tree lan-

guages and thereby becomes relevant for optimality theoretic syntax. This

result besides stresses the importance of tree automata for the study of

natural language syntax.
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